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Emergency number: 6 1 43 30 22

Doctor Roger FRANC
Hospital Psychiatrist

61 43 30 11

Administration: 61 43 30 12

I the undersigned, Doctor R FRANC, psychiatrist, expert, hereby certify

having on this day, at the Hotel de /illegible/ of Toulouse, and at the request of

Mr. ESCASSUT, examined

«.--*.

Mr. MOUSSAOUI Omar

Born in 1937 in Morocco

Biography

Mr. Moussaoui says he has lived in France since 1965: he came via IRAN and

worked in construction

He has always been a site foreman

He was married a first time in Morocco at approximately 14 years old, at the

request of the family; he married a second time around the age of 22 and he had
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6 children, 3 in Morocco, of which 1 is deceased, and he had two more in France

.... with his first wife he had a daughter.

It is hard for him to talk about his parents: he cries when speaking of his

mother; his childhood was like paradise until the age of 14 but he does not

like his father who has not done anything to him! He says he was educated up to

the level of a law school .... in Moroccan, Spanish; his mother was a law

professor.

He was brought up in the Islamic religion and also a lot in the Jewish

religion. . . the earth's first religion. ... but when he is not doing well, he turns to

Christianity!

In 1970, while was working a lot, his wife left him. . . and he went to

Alsace where he stayed a long time (5 years): he fell in love with a German

doctor and would stay with her for 7 years, she has his diplomas, her name is

Regina KOLOSSI (?). They often went to Italy, to Rimini: she wanted to have a

child but he did not want.

His ex-wife made trouble from Morocco and that put an end to their

relationship .... His daughter Nadia attended the Conservatory in Perpignan

where he also went for his exam . .

.

He says he is a dance professor who likes karate and construction.
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All that is quite incoherent and not very likely

In 1987, in January, he arrived in Toulouse. He says he worked on the

Aerospace buildings, the expansion of the /illegible/, the Jolimart offices, the

Toulouse subway .... and says he earned 80 million, 210 francs per hour, night

and day.

In the subway, he suffered a work related accident, with burns to his left

leg: he reckons he was saved by Doctor Barut (true)

He had several stays at Marchant 1/1990 20 days, then Oct. 92, in Feb.

93 and Nov. 13

but also in Montpellier, Carcassonne (Dr. Romain). .

.

He is following his children?! It is the police who bring him to the hospital and

he obeys the police and the doctors.

These days he was living at 17 rue Heliot and says he is a contractor, in

construction and tiling, and he claims to have found 4 work sites and was looking

for site foremen and crane operators at the ANPE (National Employment

Agency)....

He says he won three times at KENO, almost three billion old francs that

he was going to give away!

Last Friday he went to a hotel to flee the worms and bugs that were in the

apartment and the stairway. ... they were stopping him from sleeping, as does the

tenant below.
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At the hotel he says there were also bugs. He called the Cleanliness

Services of Toulouse at 61 22 2222 and they suggested he use a disinfectant.



He wears glasses that are treated against lasers (we received laser

treatment from an ophthalmologist) ;. . . with which he sees very well He

signed in at 6 o'clock and asked not be wakened, he disinfected his room and the

bathtub, took a shower and is called to the telephone.

He didn't like being called an excuse and 5 ofthem beat him up, almost

strangling him, he owed his life to another Frenchman

The exam is particularly difficult - in an incoherent context that had been

reported during other episodes (police - psychiatric emergencies)

Many improbabilities cut holes in a story that is difficult to

channel, /illegible/,

where nevertheless there are many reference points that are very plausible. . .

.

He mixes everything .... the telethon dancers .. television . . .and

his Friday evening; passing from the /illegible/ in Morocco to the aerospace

industry! ! !

!

He does not smoke hashish, does not drink (prior alcohol levels

are negative), smokes only a little.

There are many elements in favor of a psychotic organization, in

particular thoughts of persecution almost systematic.
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- it is his ex wife's team who was putting drugs in the coffee and making

him take drugs . . . since 87

- it is the downstairs neighbor who is making a hole in the ceiling and

doing witchcraft (a sorcerer who came over from Morocco)

- rude comments about sexuality when he recalls his ex wife who made

love from behind with him and all the men before him. . .

.

- the germs, at the hotel, he sees them (visual hallucinations?), having

bought 30 L of bleach. ...

He reacts to his delirious worries and becomes very vehement as soon as

he is upset, in particular in relation to his KENO winnings !

He had gone to different hotels .... doesn't know if he paid, says he will

only talk about it once his attorney is present!

Medical exam finds

- history of tuberculosis in 70

- serious burn in October 90

- psychiatric problems

- operated on right eye in 84. . .

.
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Discussion and conclusions



Mr. Moussaoui shows signs of serious personality disorders evocative of a

psychotic personality hence the difficulties in being sure of the reality of his

worries.

Most of the time he is however sufficiently well adjusted to the ways of every

day life and his hospitalization stays were always limited (a maximum of three

weeks in the psychiatric ward)

Under these conditions it is difficult to affirm he was legally irresponsible in the

fight that opposed him to the hotel's manager, even if the motivation for his stay

at the hotel was probably delirious (put an end to the germs, witchcraft,

persecutors)

Confrontation with the law does seem to be desirable and a better evaluation

would be possible with an additional inquiry and a period of treatment and

observation at the SMPR. His health is compatible with being held in custody

and psychiatric treatment will be necessary.

Toulouse, December 7, 1 993

/signature!


